BE A STAND-OUT!

Go ahead, turn a few heads, spark a conversation, and leave a lasting impression.

CASUAL TO DRAMATIC, DAY OR NIGHT
Get the look that goes on quickly with a pen-style precision tip – and just won't quit. It’s budgeproof, tearproof and ready for wherever life takes you.
NEW! Mary Kay® Waterproof Liquid Eyeliner Pen in Intense Black, $16

LIGHT UP YOUR LIDS.
Glide on a surge of stellar color with an easy-to-use applicator for brilliant, one-and-done eye looks!
NEW! Mary Kay® Liquid Eye Shadow, $14 each

CRUSH ON NEW SEMI-MATTE SHADES.
The lipstick you love in four new, oh-so-hot shades. Swipe on confidence with a feel-good formula that provides intense, stay-true color and delivers long lasting wear without drying lips.
Mary Kay® Gel Semi-Matte Lipstick, $18 each

PETITE SIZE. JUST FOR EYES.
This little beauty holds up to four shades of Mary Kay Chromafusion® Eye Shadow – just right for an eye look. Mix and match your personal favorites, or choose a palette curated by the Mary Kay color experts.
NEW! Mary Kay® Petite Palette™ (unfilled), $8

LIMITED-EDITION™ BEAUTY UNEARTHED COLLECTION
This season’s limited-edition™ color collection finds its inspiration at the crossroads of old-world tradition and contemporary style. With each delicate sweep and precise stroke, beauty from antiquity is rediscovered and reinvented for the modern trendsetter.
NEW! Limited-Edition™ Beauty Unearthed Mary Kay Perfect Palette™ (unfilled), $18
NEW! Limited-Edition™ Mary Kay® Illuminating Bronzer in Copper Glow and Gilded Glow, $18 each

Product Spotlight!

LINE IT UP!
For a beautiful, long lasting look, effortlessly shape, line or fill in lips with soft, creamy color. Choose from eight waterproof shades. No skipping, tugging or budging!
Mary Kay® Lip Liner, $12

THEY'RE BACK!
Special-Edition™ Mary Kay® Sun Care After-Sun Replenishing Gel, $15
After a day in the sun, enjoy this cooling, refreshing, hydrating gel. Leaves skin feeling soft and silky, never sticky.
Special-Edition™ Mary Kay® Sun Care Subtle Tanning Lotion, $18
Build up gorgeous color in about a week. Glides on evenly and absorbs quickly. No streaks!